
DIEPPE - 18 June 

Race 1 

1. RISKAYA - 6.5L second behind a subsequent winner in a 3500m hurdle at Vichy. 

Key player for an in-form yard.  

2. GILOU JAGUEN - Unraced gelding by Bathyrhon. In the mix for a good stable.  

3. SACRE COEUR - Unraced gelding by Amaron. Key player for a top trainer.  

4. SPEAKEASY - Gelding by Manatee having his first start. Respected for a good 

trainer and jockey.  

5. IDEAL DE SIVOLA - Unraced gelding by Noroit. In the mix for a good stable.  

6. IMENHOTEP - Well beaten in both hurdle starts. Look elsewhere.  

7. FAST VISION - 12L seventh over 2400m on the flat at Saint Cloud. May show more 

over hurdles.  

8. ISIS DES BORDES - Unraced gelding by Rail Link. Market can guide.  

9. WEST COAST - Held sixth beaten 43L on debut. Progress required.  

10. ORAGE LAUJAC - Fell on both career starts to date. Best watched.  

11. IRIS DU GOUET - Showed ability on the flat and holds each way claims switching 

to hurdling.  

12. KISS POM - Pulled up on hurdling debut over course and distance. Best watched.  

Summary 

RISKAYA (1) finished 6.5L second behind a subsequent winner in a 3500m hurdle at 

Vichy. Leading contender for an in-form yard. Newcomers may prove the biggest 

danger with SACRE COEUR (3) a yet to race gelding by Amaron. Expected to go well 

for a top stable. SPEAKEASY (4) is a gelding by Manatee having his first start. Holds 

claims for a good trainer and jockey. GILOU JAGUEN (2) is one to note especially if 

strong in the market. 

Selections 

RISKAYA (1) - SACRE COEUR (3) - SPEAKEASY (4) - GILOU JAGUEN (2)  



Race 2 

1. MATCH PLAY - Showed early speed when a 3.25L sixth in a 1300m maiden at 

Longchamp on debut. Respected down in journey.  

2. FANTABULOUS - 15L ninth over this journey on debut at Chantilly. More needed.  

3. TULLIUS CICERO - Showed ability on debut at claiming level before finishing a held 

seventh twenty days ago. Each way claims.  

4. PRETTYCHARLY - 17L seventh over this trip at Le Lion d'Angers on debut but was 

sent off favourite. May have more to offer for a good yard.  

5. DEAR RUBY - 4.5L fourth over this journey at La Teste second time out. One to 

note.  

6. JANUARY MOON - Showed ability in four starts to date and holds each way claims 

back over this trip.  

7. BEAUTY FATALE - Back-to-back thirds in claimers at Longchamp. In the mix.  

8. GUADAIZA - Unraced filly by Fast Company. Key player for a top yard.  

9. QUEENLY - Unraced filly by Dariyan. Not discounted especially if strong in the 

market.  

10. DARTINGLY - Unraced filly by De Treville. One to note for a good yard.  

Summary 

The market to guide with little form on offer. Yet to race filly by Fast Company 

GUADAIZA (8) finds a good opportunity. Leading player for a top yard. MATCH PLAY 

(1) showed early speed when 3.25L sixth in a 1300m maiden at Longchamp on debut. 

Holds claims dropping in trip. QUEENLY (9) is a filly by Dariyan and is one to note if 

attracting market support first up. BEAUTY FATALE (7) went well in claimers recently 

and cannot be ruled out. 

Selections 

GUADAIZA (8) - MATCH PLAY (1) - QUEENLY (9) - BEAUTY FATALE (7)  



Race 3 

1. MOCKNEY REBEL - Well beaten on his last two outings but holds each way claims 

on earlier form. Wears first-time blinkers.  

2. LISBONNE JELOIS - Unplaced in ten career starts. Look elsewhere.  

3. EMILA ROMAGNA - Pulled up on her last two starts. May show more dropped to 

claiming level.  

4. HAYWORTH - 37L sixth in a 3900m hurdle at Saint Malo. More needed.  

5. LAURETTA - Hinted at ability when a 31L fifth over 3900m at Saint Malo. Each way 

claims.  

6. EMMA STAR - Pulled up on debut and market can guide in first-time cheekpieces.  

7. HAUTE KLASS - Unplaced in eight career starts showing little form. Others 

preferred. 

8. MUSICA'S DEVIL - Limited ability on the flat but may show more on hurdling debut 

in this suitable affair.  

9. ZOE DE BOISTRON - Pulled up in all three starts over hurdles. Impossible to 

recommend.  

10. CQUILEPATRON - 2.5L runner up in a claiming hurdle over 3600m at Auteuil. Top 

chance in this suitable contest.  

11. MARAVILLOSA - Some ability in earlier starts and may have more to offer in first-

time cheekpieces. Supplemented runner. 

12. SHALYA - Pulled up on sole hurdle outing but did win a class three handicap on 

the flat. One to note.  

Summary 

CQUILEPATRON (10) finished 2.5L runner up in a claiming hurdle over 3600m at 

Auteuil. Top chance. SHALYA (12) was pulled up on sole hurdle outing but did win a 

class three handicap tackling the flat. One to note. Supplemented runner 

MARAVILLOSA (11) showed ability earlier in her career and may have more to offer 

in first-time cheekpieces. LAURETTA (5) holds each way claims. 

Selections 

CQUILEPATRON (10) - SHALYA (12) - MARAVILLOSA (11) - LAURETTA (5)  



Race 4 

1. GLICOURT - Arrives on a hat-trick following a 0.5L success in a class three handicap over 1000m at Longchamp. 

Well treated on old form. Top chance.  

2. BELLCANTO - 0.5L third behind Glicourt at Longchamp. In the mix racing at the same level.  

3. CHEF OUI CHEF - 0.5L third in a class four claiming handicap at Le Croise-Laroche. Not discounted.  

4. OPERATIVE - Below par over 1400m at Longchamp but may show more dropped back to this journey. Each 

way player.  

5. BIG BEAT - 7.75L seventh in the G3 Preis Der Annette Hellwig Stiftung - Silberne Peitsche over 1300m at 

Cologne (GER) In the mix back in a handicap.  

6. HEAVE HO - 2L fourth in a 1350m handicap at Nancy 46 days ago. Each way player.  

7. THESEE - Held in three starts since resuming. Others preferred.  

8. SVOUL - 4L ninth in a 1000m handicap at Longchamp on reappearance. Should strip fitter. Place claims. 

9. KERIZEL - Safely accounted for in six career starts. More needed. 

10. HUR CAT - Narrow winner on sole attempt at this trip at Le Croise-Laroche two back. Beaten out of sight latest 

but dangerous if bouncing back dropped in journey.  

11. SNOOZY SIOUX - Midfield in a 1200m handicap at Chantilly recently and remains unplaced in twelve starts 

over this trip. Others preferred.  

12. MADISON VANZALES - Good 1.5L third behind Glicourt tackling this journey at Le Croise-Laroche two back. 

One to note on that form. 

13. MAAVAH - Shaped better than the bare result when a 5.5L thirteenth over 1300m at Longchamp. Not 

discounted dropped 1.5kg.  

14. KOUTSOUNAKOS - Held over 1200m at Chantilly twelve days ago but cannot be ruled out on best form.  

15. BELLADONE SPIRIT - Shaped better than the result suggests when a 2.75L seventh over 1200m in a class 

three handicap at Chantilly 59 days back. Not ruled out. 

16. LADYSANE - Held in recent starts but holds each way claims on best figures. Stable debut.  

Summary 

Top-weight GLICOURT (1) bids for a hat-trick after a 0.5L victory in a class three handicap over 1000m at 

Longchamp. Well treated on old form. Top chance. HUR CAT (10) was well beaten in latest however ran out a 

narrow winner on his sole attempt at this trip at Le Croise-Laroche two back. Dangerous revisiting this journey. 

BELLCANTO (2) and MADISON VANZALES (12) both have form that ties in with Glicourt and cannot be ruled out. 

Selections 

GLICOURT (1) - HUR CAT (10) - BELLCANTO (2) - MADISON VANZALES (12)  



Race 5 

1. DINDIN - Scored on reappearance over hurdles prior to a held seventh up in class two back. Not 

dismissed. 

2. ASSAD LAWAL - Two placings from fifteen hurdle starts. Plenty to find on overall form. 

3. FEE MANO - Solid fourth in this company over 3700m at Vichy on reappearance. Key player with 

unbeaten record over this trip. 

4. FIRST DAUM - Consistent type who has improve with blinkers including a chase second at Nimes 

twenty days ago. In the mix. 

5. MCGROARTY - Supplemented for this after an improved 0.75L second at Nancy third up. Contender. 

6. PRAGELOR - Pulled up in a strong Pau handicap hurdle prior to a break. Claims on best form. 

7. SAINTRAC - Pulled up in previous two starts prior to a lengthy absence. May need this. 

8. NABUCO HAS - Rising through the chase ranks with seven victories from ten outings. Top chance 

reverting to hurdles. 

9. FOUDRE D'ALLIER - 2L second in a stronger Fontainebleau hurdle prior to a down the field effort at 

Pardubice. Not ruled out. 

10. KATANA ONE - Infrequent winner who was pulled up in a better Pau hurdle 148 days ago. Best 

watched on reappearance. 

11. LUKASS CAIRN - 19L defeat on sole start at Le Pin au Haras. Opposed. 

12. MASSILA - Good second on reappearance at Vichy over 3700m. Leading claims to improve after 

an  impressive debut previously. 

Summary 

MASSILA (12) went close to completing a double at Vichy after an impressive debut success. Top claims 

for a notable jockey booking. NABUCO HAS (8) maintains strong chase form with seven wins from ten 

attempts. Key player reverting to hurdles. FEE MANO (3) is unbeaten over this distance. Solid each way 

chance. FIRST DAUM (4) is consistent in blinkers. Look for a placing. 

Selections 

MASSILA (12) - NABUCO HAS (8) - FEE MANO (3) - FIRST DAUM (4)  



Race 6 

1. EVE - Down the field in a stronger Longchamp 1300m handicap last month. Ease in class should help 

and scored on sole track and trip start. 

2. HALLOWED TIME - 1L second in a Salon de Provence 1100m handicap (good to soft) eleven days 

ago. Thereabouts. 

3. MUCH STYLE - Midfield efforts in previous two handicaps start since winning at Fontainebleau over 

1200m. Frame claims down 0.5kg. 

4. WENDY RHOADES - 15L defeat in an AW claimer 172 days ago. Plenty to prove after an absence. 

5. SANS SOMMEIL - Improved fourth in a Le Croise-Laroche maiden over this trip last start. Not 

dismissed on handicap debut. 

6. CHANT D'AUTOMNE - 0.75L second in a similar 1000m Le Croise-Laroche handicap from this weight 

last month. Go well. 

7. MANA MAHA - Improved 1.5L runner up in claiming company at Chantilly AW 42 days ago. More on 

plate up in class on turf. 

8. ARIADNE - Steadily progressive with a victory at Le Croise-Laroche two back over this journey. In 

the mix. 

9. LIGHT UP MY DREAM - Good 4L second on handicap debut at Longchamp over 1300m (soft). Key 

player. 

10. NEMBA - Improved fourth at Vichy over 1000m third up. Not discounted debuting in handicap 

company. 

11. CHILD OF WILD - Unplaced in five career outings. Could fare better in a first handicap. 

12. ILLUSION DOREE - No threat in three starts to date. Drop in trip needs to promote improvement. 

13. SITI BINTI - Down the field in a similar Le Croise-Laroche handicap last month. Prefer to watch. 

14. YELLOW ROSE - Well held in previous pair of claiming runs. Impossible to recommend. 

15. THINK POSITIVE - Beaten on long way in claiming company third up. Minor role likely. 

16. LOVNI TENDER - Held in three maiden starts to date. Could improve switching into a handicap. 

Summary 

LIGHT UP MY DREAM (9) was a good fourth on handicap debut at Longchamp over 1300m. Expected 

to measure up in this open contest. HALLOWED TIME (2) might be there at the finish after a fine 1L 

runner up effort among similar company tackling this trip last start. Thereabouts. CHANT D'AUTOMNE 

(6) may go well after a 0.75L second at Le Croise-Laroche from the same weight. Each way option. 

ARIADNE (8) is progressing nicely this term. Keep in mind for a placing. 

Selections 

LIGHT UP MY DREAM (9) - HALLOWED TIME (2) - CHANT D'AUTOMNE (6) - ARIADNE (8)  



Race 7 

1. GITANE D'AINAY - Six placings from nine chase starts including victory two back 

at Meslay du Maine. Contender. 

2. GITAN DU GITE - Breakthrough chase victory in a minor event 33 days ago over 

3700m. More on plate but not dismissed lightly. 

3. GUSTIN - 2L success in first chase start over 4200m on reappearance. Keep safe 

raised in class. 

4. MOZART DE L'AUBE - 7L fourth in an easier chase at Granville third up. Others 

readily preferred. 

5. GOLDEN KLASS - 10L fourth in a stronger Compiegne chase on reappearance. 

Leading hope if building on that good run. 

6. GUENOLA CONTI - Nose second after a winning reappearance over fences in 

easier company. Place claims. 

7. RAFFLES NORTH - 11L third in a similar Lyon-Parilly chase last month. More 

needed. 

8. GOUBGANDINE - Off the mark third up over fences at Cluny over 3600m. Open to 

further progress. 

9. GEMOHIO - Fair runner up at this track on chase debut two starts ago. May improve. 

Summary 

GITANE D'AINAY (1) arrives in good chase form with a fine Meslay du Maine win two 

starts ago. This reads well in the context of this event. Top chance. GOLDEN KLASS 

(5) posted a fourth among stronger company at Compiegne on reappearance. Genuine 

contender. GUSTIN (3) is up in grade after a 2L success attempting first chase start 

on reappearance. Not one to dismiss. GOUBGANDINE (8) could find a placing with 

further progress possible after a breakthrough victory third up. 

Selections 

GITANE D'AINAY (1) - GOLDEN KLASS (5) - GUSTIN (3) - GOUBGANDINE (8)  



Race 8 

1. MONA LISA KLAXON - 2.5L third in a Longchamp 1300m claimer second up. Place 

claims at preferred distance. 

2. QUINDIANO - Down the field in a stronger Longchamp handicap over 1300m (soft) 

last month. Key player eased in class. 

3. SAINT FIACRE - Well held in three starts since a debut victory. Hard to enthuse. 

4. AD MERAJJ - Breakthrough victory in a Wissembourg maiden over 1350m (good 

to soft) first up. Place chance at this higher level. 

5. HEROIC STAR - Three placings from five maiden outings. More needed. 

6. PRINCESSE VERA - Held ninth over this distance at Strasbourg seventeen days 

ago. Plenty to prove. 

7. ALL THE KING'S MEN - Held eighth in a 1300m Longchamp maiden third up. May 

improve upped in journey. 

8. HEARTBEAT - Held sixth at Compiegne over 1600m (heavy) in maiden company 

last month. Place chance on previous good third. 

9. ZARA DE LUXE - Never threatened in a Longchamp maiden on reappearance. 

Others readily preferred. 

10. SCHOONER RIDGE - Fair sixth over this trip at Longchamp fifteen days ago. In 

the mix. 

Summary 

QUINDIANO (2) was well held among stronger company at Longchamp over 1300m. 

Top chance if rediscovering previous winning form at this easier level. SCHOONER 

RIDGE (10) delivered a fair sixth attempting this distance at Longchamp last start. 

Firmly in the mix tackling a modest affair. MONA LISA KLAXON (1) could progress 

third up after an improved claiming run latest. AD MERAJJ (4) is another to consider 

arriving in winning form. 

Selections 

QUINDIANO (2) - SCHOONER RIDGE (10) - MONA LISA KLAXON (1) - AD 

MERAJJ (4)  



Race 9 

1. SOUTH PARS - 21L eighth on third outing at Chantilly over 2400m (soft) last month. 

Chance if bouncing back to previous close second at Lyon-Parilly. 

2. MOUNKA - 15L defeat debuting at Le Pin au Haras 47 days ago. Significant 

improvement needed. 

3. JUSTUS - Runner up as favourite in a Chateaubriant 2650m maiden (soft) 20 days 

ago. Key player. 

4. LALALANDE - Beaten a long way in first outing at Saint-Cloud last month. Sharp 

progress needed. 

5. TANIA - Underwhelming pair of starts to date. Minor role likely. 

6. SEA THE SNOW - Fifth in a minor Krefeld event over 2200m (good to soft) 55 days 

previously. Others preferred. 

7. PARK OF GIROU - 34L defeat on sole start last campaign at Le Mans. Ignored. 

8. LINESTROEM - 13L down the field run in a newcomers contest at Cholet. Marked 

improvement needed. 

9. ONE MORE LIGHT - Fair fourth second up at Chantilly over 2400m. Claims raised 

in trip. 

10. MARTA LADY - Midfield on sole start at Toulouse over 2100m (good). 

Improvement expected. 

11. LA TEMPLIERE - Good third debuting at Saint-Cloud over 2400m (heavy) last 

month. Top chance. 

Summary 

JUSTUS (3) is expected to prove hard to beat for notable connections after a good 

second at Chateaubriant over 2650m. Top chance up in distance. LA TEMPLIERE (11) 

fared well with a third debuting at Saint-Cloud tackling 2400m. Expected to be involved 

at the finish. ONE MORE LIGHT (9) is improving with each run and holds solid frame 

claims. MARTA LADY (10) is one to keep on side with improvement expected after a 

fair seventh when racing first up. 

Selections 

JUSTUS (3) - LA TEMPLIERE (11) - ONE MORE LIGHT (9) - MARTA LADY (10) 


